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r3.0 Public Comment Le/er on Interna,onal Sustainability Standards Board Dra7 Standards  

Dear Chair Emmanuel Faber and Vice Chair Suzanne Lloyd, 

We address you directly by name, in hopes of appealing to your humanity and encouraging you 
to transcend the sociopathic nature of your ini?a?ve (which we clearly document below). 

We also preface this Public Comment Le/er with an explicit acknowledgement of the u\er 
fu?lity of this Consulta?on exercise, as historical precedent  — combined with toothless Due 1

Process  — essen?ally ensures that you will ignore Public Comments that iden?fy the fatal flaws 2

in your ideological reasoning and predetermined outcomes. We submit this Public Comment 
purely for the record, without an ounce of faith that the strength of its case will hold sway. Of 
course, we wish it were otherwise, and would be glad to eat our words if you prove us wrong.   

We believe that the Interna?onal Sustainability Standards Board in general, and its 
Sustainability Disclosure Standard Exposure Dra:s on General Requirements for Disclosure of 
Sustainability-related Financial InformaBon (S1) and Climate-related Disclosures (S2) in 
par?cular, are all fatally flawed for two essen?al, intertwined reasons: 1) Nonsensical Defini,on 
/ Defini,onal Coopta,on; and 2) Sociopathic Materiality. These fatal flaws are all-
encompassing, moo?ng the need to respond to your detailed ques?ons. We will address each 
of these fatal flaws in turn. 
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Nonsensical Defini,on / Defini,onal Coopta,on 

The Interna?onal Sustainability Standards Board and the Sustainability Disclosure Standard 
Exposure Dra:s use the term “sustainability” in ways that clearly contravene its core essence, in 
two primary ways:  

• Thresholds: first, they fail to integrate norma?ve thresholds, which are defini?onal to 
sustainability;  and 3

• Outside-in / Inside-out: second, they focus only on effects of the external opera?ng 
environment on the enterprise (ie outside-in), not the enterprise’s effects on its external 
opera?ng environment (ie inside-out) .   

In prac?cal terms, I?SB (we use this acronym in recogni?on that this Board lacks any legi?mate 
claim to use the term “sustainability”) obfuscates its defini?on of “sustainability,” and thereby 
seeks to co-opt the term “sustainability” for use in ways that actually counteract the 
achievement of sustainability.   

The first step I?SB takes is to refuse to provide its defini?on of sustainability, both on the  
Frequently Asked QuesBons (FAQ) Landing Page on the I?SB Website, and in the Sustainability 
Disclosure Standard Exposure Dra:s (S1 in par?cular). 

The closest the FAQ comes to defining sustainability is the vague men?on of “significant 
sustainability ma\ers”; “important sustainability topics (environmental, social, governance—
ESG)”; and “effects of sustainability.”     4

• “significant sustainability maIers”: This term tells us absolutely nothing about what 
specific ma\ers this might entail, and tells us absolutely nothing about the defini?on of 
sustainability being employed. 

• “important sustainability topics (environmental, social, governance—ESG)”: This 
formula?on inaccurately (and dangerously) conflates sustainability with ESG, on two 
levels:  

• first, ESG is a purely incrementalist doctrine, whereas sustainability is a norma?ve 
doctrine,  predicated on respec?ng sustainability thresholds; 5

• second, ESG is solely concerned with the outside-in impacts of environmental, 
social and governance elements on the enterprise, and not at all with the inside-
out impacts of the enterprise on the health of its external opera?ng environment 
(in environmental, social, economic, and governance elements).    

• “effects of sustainability”: This formula?on is par?cularly telling, as it conceives of 
sustainability as something that creates outside-in “effects” on an enterprise; the 
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formula?on elides that fact that enterprises are also the cause of sustainability — or  
unsustainability — in their external opera?ng environments through inside-out impacts. 

• In other words, I?SB inhabits not a “cause-and-effect” reality, but rather simply an 
“effects” reality, as if causes (if they originate from repor?ng enterprises) do not 
exist.  

To underscore these points, we quote Allen White, Co-Founder of the Global Repor?ng 
Ini?a?ve, one of the foremost thinkers on sustainability repor?ng: 

“an ini,a,ve that purports to be a sustainability ini,a,ve could not simply frame its 
work along the lines of, shall we say, incremental performance assessment. That is, 
companies that were improving each year in regard to water management, energy 
management, living wages and occupa?onal health and safety should be recognized in 
the evolving … framework. But incrementalism alone, at the end of the day, [is] 
insufficient to be faithful to a sustainability repor,ng framework. [One] would have to 
take a further step and include [guidance] that would call for assessing — in addi?on to 
disclosures on backward-looking benchmarks, peer group comparisons, and 
improvements against a company’s own goals — performance against thresholds and 
limits.”  [Emphasis added] 6

“ESG does not, by nature, carry a true sustainability gene. A company may rate very 
highly on an ESG score, but do so just because it has performed well against its own 
internal goals or against a peer group. But to say this company is an excellent 
sustainability performer is a very fundamentally different statement. It means that the 
company is posi?oned to prosper for the long-term and in a way that respects limits, 
thresholds, and norms that are externally defined, not simply defined by peer group 
comparison or internal targets and goals. Sustainability requires contextualiza,on 
within thresholds. That’s what sustainability is all about.”  [Emphasis added] 7

Given that “sustainability requires contextualiza?on within thresholds,” surely a framework 
claiming to be a Sustainability Disclosure Standard would have to integrate thresholds, seeing as 
“that’s what sustainability is all about.” 

Unfortunately, the Sustainability Disclosure Standard Exposure Dra: (S1) men?ons the term 
“threshold” only twice, neither in the sustainability context.  8

Indeed, as with the I?SB FAQ, S1 fails to define sustainability at all. Appendix A: Defined Terms 
neglects to define “sustainability” as its own term, but instead includes the word 
“sustainability” in two of the terms it defines: 

• Sustainability-related financial disclosures: Disclosures about sustainability-related 
risks and opportuni?es that are useful to users of general purpose financial repor?ng 
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when they assess an en?ty’s enterprise value, including informa?on about its 
governance, strategy and risk management, and related metrics and targets.    

• Sustainability-related financial informa,on: Informa?on that gives insight into 
sustainability-related risks and opportuni?es that affect enterprise value, providing a 
sufficient basis for users of general purpose financial repor?ng to assess the resources 
and rela?onships on which an en?ty’s business model and strategy for sustaining and 
developing that model depend. 

By defining “sustainability” only within the bounded space of “financial disclosures” and 
“financial informa?on,” S1 shrinks the defini?onal scope in ways that eliminate key vitalizing 
aspects of “sustainability” — namely, its focus on internal and external environmental, social, 
and economic impacts.  

“Sustainability performance is totally analogous to financial capital measurement – profitability 
is a threshold that measures sustainability…” states Cabot Creamery Coopera?ve Director of 
Sustainability Jed Davis in a report on the pilot tes?ng of thresholds-based sustainability 
performance indicators issued recently by the United Na?ons Research Ins?tute for Social 
Development (UNRISD).   9

According to this analogy, S1 seeks to account for the “income” that enterprise value draws 
from the external opera?ng environment, but ignores the “expenses” that enterprise value 
crea?on accrues to the external opera?ng environment. In other words, the I?SB seeks to 
contravene basic accoun?ng principles in measuring sustainability exclusively at the enterprise 
value level, by only applying one side of the equa?on (income, not expenses) for assessing 
companies’ status vis-à-vis the profitability (ie sustainability) threshold.  

Digging a layer deeper, it is illumina?ng to no?ce that three-quarters of the ?me S1 uses the 
term “sustainability” (268 of 364), it is represented as “sustainability-related,”  a\emp?ng to 10

end-run around the essen?al meaning of “sustainability” by dilu?ng its denota?on through 
hyphena?on.  

Digging yet another layer deeper,  S1 further bounds its applica?on of “sustainability” to  the 
scope of “enterprise value,” which is nonsensical, seeing as the ability to sustain enterprise 
value crea?on depends upon the sustenance of value in the systems within which the 
enterprise is nested.  In other words, the enterprise relies on vital capital resources drawn from 11

outside its own boundaries, so its ability to sustain its own value crea?on (enterprise value) is, 
by definiBon, interdependent with its ability to do its part to sustain that system value 
crea?on.  And by extension, enterprise value cannot be sustained if it depletes system value 12

beyond cri?cal thresholds — ie, if the enterprise impedes the con?nual regenera?on vital 
capital resources in its internal and external opera?ng environment below sufficiency levels. 
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You need look no further that to your own body. Go ahead, glance at it now: it is a set of nested 
systems within systems, all interdependent on each other for sustenance. Your body cannot 
sustain itself if you brain does not sustain itself; your brain cannot sustain itself outside your 
body. And if your brain drains vital capital resources from the body within which it operates — if 
it nurtures a cancer that a\acks the organs outside itself — it cannot sustain itself. If the body 
dies, the brain dies — it cannot survive without a body to sustain it. 

So too with an enterprise. 

The no?on of enterprise value, divorced from the no?on of system value, is nonsensical.  

This much is clear to anyone who takes the no?on of sustainability seriously — there is no such 
thing as a sustainable enterprise in an unsustainable system — an economic system, a social 
system.  

Clearly, the I?SB does not take the no?on of sustainability seriously, but rather approaches the 
no?on opportunis?cally, seeking to co-opt the “sheen” of sustainability to lend life-support to 
the dying ideas of ESG (inaccurately conflated with sustainability) and isolated enterprise value.    

Shiving our a\en?on to the Climate-related Disclosures Standard (S2), we do note that S2 
includes a single reference to a sustainability threshold, related to climate change: 

“The ‘latest interna?onal agreement on climate change’ is defined as the latest 
agreement between members of the United Na?ons Framework Conven?on on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC). The agreements made under the UNFCCC set norms and targets for a 
reduc?on in greenhouse gases. At the ?me of publica?on of the Exposure Drav, the 
latest such agreement is the Paris Agreement (April 2016); its signatories agreed to limit 
global warming to well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, and to 
pursue efforts to limit warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. Un?l 
the Paris Agreement is replaced, the effect of the proposals in the Exposure Drav is that 
an en,ty is required to reference the targets set out in the Paris Agreement when 
disclosing whether or to what degree its own targets compare to the targets in the 
Paris Agreement.” [Emphasis added] 

While we appreciate this reference to “norms,” its presence in S2 only serves to spotlight the 
conspicuous absence of sustainability thresholds at the general specificaBons level in S1. While 
we would expect the integra?on of thresholds to be a rule in S1, that is then followed on all 
subsequent thema?c Standards, this introduc?on of a threshold in the subordinate S2 amounts 
to an excep5on to the rule, veering from the broad guidance of S1. 

And upon closer scru?ny, S2 does not actually require enterprises to set their own GHG 
emissions targets in ways that comply with the Paris Agreement norms and targets; the S2 Drav 
Standard merely requires enterprises to disclose “whether or to what degree its own targets 
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compare to the targets in the Paris Agreement.” [Emphasis added] So an enterprise could fulfill 
the S2 Standard by answering the “whether” ques,on with an unapologe,c “no.” Or, the 
enterprise could disclose that its target does not in the slightest comport with the Paris 
Agreement, and this would meet the requirements of the Standard. In this sense, S2 could 
accurately be described as an Unsustainability Disclosure Standard as much as it could be 
characterized as a Sustainability Disclosure Standard: in other words, there’s nothing in the 
Standard that requires, compels, or incen?vizes the enterprise to perform sustainably, in 
conformance with the sustainability norm / threshold.     

Finally, this focus on GHG emissions highlights the inherent inside-out aspect of climate 
impacts; while climate change will almost certainly impact enterprise value (ie exert outside-in 
impact), an enterprise’s GHG emissions primarily impact the value of the earth’s climate 
regulatory system, which has maintained an incredible Goldilocks-like balance for the past 
10,000 years, a period of clima?c stability that is anomalous in the geologic record, enabling the 
emergence of human civiliza?ons. In other words, an enterprise’s GHG emissions impact 
system value, not so much its own enterprise value, precisely because GHG emissions are an 
inside-out impact. 

Framing climate-related disclosure standards — par?cularly those focused primarily on GHG 
emissions — exclusively around enterprise value is uIerly nonsensical. The a\empt to bound 
the scope of climate change to the enterprise value level reveals a fundamental 
miscomprehension of basic physics. The fact that S2 requires disclosure of GHG emissions — 
which by definiBon impact the enterprise’s external operaBng environment — makes it 
impossible to square the enterprise value boundary with any intelligible understanding of 
reality. It is almost as if the I?SB is ac5vely trying to insult our intelligence by even proposing 
to limit a Climate Change Standard to the enterprise value level — which only amplifies the 
absurdity of limi5ng its proposed Sustainability Disclosure Standard to the enterprise value 
level. 

For these reasons, it is clear that I?SB is by no means employing the term “Sustainability” in 
good faith, but rather is seeking to co-opt the term in ways that undermine the goal of achieving 
sustainability, by priori?zing enterprise value over system value. If I?SB respected the term 
Sustainability, it would be able to structure a Sustainability Disclosure Standard that enabled 
discernment of sustainable crea?on of enterprise value in the context of the sustainable 
crea?on of system value. We would welcome such a Standard, and would be glad to support its 
development and propaga?on.  

Sociopathic Materiality 

Wikipedia asserts that sociopathy is characterized by “a long-term pa\ern of disregard of, or 
viola?on of, the rights of others,”  as well as “manipula?ve self-serving behaviors with no 13

regard for others” and “a selfish world view that precludes the welfare of others.”  14
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We will demonstrate how I?SB’s approach to materiality precisely fits this defini?on of 
sociopathy, warran?ng the labeling of its approach as “Sociopathic Materiality.” We propose, in 
contrast, a form of “prosocial” materiality that shows “regard” for “the welfare of others,” not 
only for a snapshot in ?me, but sustainably over ?me. 

First, let us establish the sociopathic nature of I?SB’s approach to materiality. In S1, I?SB states:  

“Sustainability-related risks and opportuni?es arise from an enBty’s dependencies on 
resources and its impacts on resources, and the rela?onships the en?ty maintains that 
may be posi?vely or nega?vely affected by those impacts and dependencies. When an 
en?ty’s business model depends, for example, on a natural resource—like water—it is 
likely to be affected by changes in the quality, availability and pricing of that resource.” 
[Emphasis added] 

Let’s pause for a moment here: if the enterprise depends on water, then, by defini?on, it 
impacts the water that others — natural systems, other living beings, other enterprises, etc… — 
also depend upon. The enterprise’s own impacts on water — which impacts all these others — 
is u\erly elided by this I?SB formula?on; the focus is exclusively on the how the enterprise is 
“likely to be affected” by these others. The bi-direc?onality of impacts is  ignored by I?SB, 
reflec?ng “a selfish world view that precludes the welfare of others.”  

“But wait,” you may say, “read on to the next sentence — we address others there!” Indeed, 
let’s see:  

“When an en,ty’s ac,vi,es result in adverse, external impacts—on, for example, local 
communi?es—it could be subjected to stricter government regula,on and 
consequences of reputa,onal effects—for example, nega,ve effects on the en,ty’s 
brand and higher recruitment costs.”  

Let that sink in. Re-read it. In fact, we will repeat it here, to reinforce experiencing the 
sociopathic nature of it: 

“When an en,ty’s ac,vi,es result in adverse, external impacts—on, for example, local 
communi?es—it could be subjected to stricter government regula,on and 
consequences of reputa,onal effects—for example, nega,ve effects on the en,ty’s 
brand and higher recruitment costs.” 

In this example, a local community experiences adverse impacts at the hands of the repor5ng 
en5ty, and the I?SB’s concern — its scope of materiality for disclosure — is the “nega5ve 
effects on the en5ty…”  The I?SB literally does not give a damn about the welfare of the local 
communi?es, which we know has experienced adverse impacts.  
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Indeed, these adverse impacts perpetrated by the repor?ng enterprise could be so severe as to 
place the sustainability of the vital capital resources that those local communi?es rely on for 
their wellbeing at risk. Yet to the I?SB, this is u/erly immaterial — it does not factor into the  
I?SB’s so-called “Sustainability” Disclosure Standard. 

What does qualify as material informa?on in the I?SB Drav Sustainability Disclosure Standards?  

"Material sustainability-related financial informa?on provides insights into factors that 
could reasonably be expected to influence primary users’ assessments of an en5ty’s 
enterprise value. The informa?on relates to ac?vi?es, interac?ons and rela?onships and 
to the use of resources along the en?ty’s value chain if it could influence the assessment 
primary users make of its enterprise value.” [Emphasis added] 

This scope of materiality is by definiBon sociopathic: it advances “a selfish world view that 
precludes the welfare of others” and endorses “self-serving behaviors with no regard for 
others.” 

When the welfare of others is clearly impacted, the I?SB “Sustainability” Disclosure Standard 
enacts a classic narcissis?c move, shiving a\en?on from the primary adverse impact the 
enterprise has caused for the vic?m, to the secondary adverse impact that the enterprise has 
brought onto itself. It is as if the I?SB is wri?ng a script for gas-ligh?ng. 

What is perhaps most troubling is that the I?SB lives in a world where it conceives of its primary 
users exclusively as sociopaths. We have no doubt that a significant percentage of I?SB’s 
intended audience are, indeed, cer?fiable sociopaths, given that they operate in the sociopathic 
economic system of late stage monocapitalism. 

However, we just as strongly believe that a significant percentage of I?SB’s audience — 
providers of capital — are actually loving, caring, moral human beings. Indeed, we believe that 
the “reasonable” investor should, by defini?on, be concerned with material issues that extend 
well beyond the scope of enterprise value. We assert that it is unreasonable to conceive of 
“primary users” as exclusively a kind of caricature of homo economicus. To conceive of users as 
only those with narrow pecuniary interests shows a kind of contempt for humanity that we find 
depressing — we feel sorry for the I?SB for its stunted imagina?on and inability to appreciate 
the value and beauty of humanity and the miraculous natural world we are blessed to inhabit.    

Many have characterized the I?SB approach as “single materiality” (focused exclusively on 
“outside-in” impacts and risks — ie, how the world impacts the enterprise) as compared to 
“double materiality” (focused on both outside-in and inside-out impacts and risks , which adds 
how the enterprise impacts the world), in the terms coined in 2019 by the European 
Commission in its Sustainable Finance Taxonomy workstream. While we appreciate the value of 
this coinage, we note that the interrelated concept of outside-in and inside-out impacts and 
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risks dates back much further than 2019 — the concepts appeared in Global Repor?ng Ini?a?ve 
Sustainability Repor?ng Guidelines as early as their third genera?on (G3) in 2006.  

Indeed, G3 called for sustainability reports to include two dis?nct sec?ons:  

“Sec?on One should focus on the organiza?on's key impacts on sustainability and effects 
on stakeholders…  Sec?on Two should focus on the impact of sustainability trends, risks, 
and opportuni?es on the long-term prospects and financial performance of the 
organiza?on.”      15

In fact, GRI G3 includes the best, most concise defini?on of materiality we’re aware of, which we 
would encourage the I?SB to adopt and embrace. 

“In financial repor,ng, materiality is commonly thought of as a threshold for 
influencing the economic decisions of those using an organiza,on's financial 
statements, investors in par?cular. 

“The concept of a threshold is also important in sustainability repor,ng, but it is 
concerned with a wider range of impacts and stakeholders.  

Materiality for sustainability repor?ng is not limited only to those sustainability topics 
that have a significant financial impact on the organiza?on.  

Determining materiality for a sustainability report includes considering economic, 
environmental, and social impacts that cross a threshold in affec,ng the ability to 
mee,ng the needs of the present without compromising the needs of future 
genera,ons. 

These material issues will o7en have a significant financial impact in the near-term or 
long-term on an organiza,on.  

They will therefore also be relevant to stakeholders who focus strictly on the financial 
condi,on of the organiza,on.”  [Emphasis added] 16

On this final point, we would go further and assert that — even looking through a purely 
pecuniary lens — inside-out impacts that have absolutely no discernible financial implica?ons 
on the en?ty’s own enterprise value, are nonetheless material, because they can aggregate to 
financially significant impacts on other en??es’ enterprise value. This dynamic — some?mes 
known as systemic risk — is of par?cular interest to universal owners, who have stakes in 
enterprises across the en?re economy, essen?ally.  

So Enterprise A’s inside-out impacts on the world may be immaterial, in the sense employed by 
I?SB in S1 and S2, but they are absolutely material to these universal investors, who care less 
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about idiosyncra?c risks and impacts that affect a single holding in their porQolio (Enterprise A), 
and more about systemic risks that impact holdings across their en?re porQolio (Enterprises B 
through Z and beyond). Stated slightly differently, universal investors have shived from chasing 
alpha (or individual stock outperformance) to reinforcing beta (or the stability of the overall 
market.) 

The proposed I?SB defini?on of materiality (ie Sociopathic Materiality) therefore undermines 
the informa?on needs of universal investors, focused as it is on enterprise value exclusively. 

Now, returning to the beginning of the GRI materiality defini?on, we appreciate the bridging 
between the no?on of materiality thresholds in tradi?onal financial repor?ng, and the 
materiality of thresholds in the sustainability realm, which delineate economic, environmental, 
and social resource sufficiency for mee?ng current and future needs. This thresholds-based 
approach aligns with GRI’s Principle of Sustainability Context, introduced in its Second 
Genera?on (G2) of Sustainability Repor?ng Guidelines in 2002. 

“…sustainability repor?ng draw significant meaning from the larger context of how 
performance at the organisa,onal level affects economic, environmental, and social 
capital forma,on and deple,on at a local, regional, or global level. 

…simply repor?ng on the trend in individual performance (or the efficiency of the 
organisa?on) leaves open the ques?on of an organisa?on’s contribu?on to the total 
amount of these different types of capital.  

…placing performance informa?on in the broader biophysical, social, and economic 
context lies at the heart of sustainability repor?ng  

…repor,ng organisa,ons should consider their individual performance ... in the 
context of the limits and demands placed on economic, environmental, or social 
resources at a macro-level.”  [Emphasis added]  17

GRI is by no means alone in asser?ng a thresholds-based approach to materiality; the United 
Na?ons, which has long supported thresholds-based sustainability repor?ng,  has recently 18

thrown its weight behind thresholds-based materiality. In late 2019, the United Na?ons 
Research Ins?tute for Social Development (UNRISD) released a report en?tled Making 
Materiality DeterminaBons: A Context-Based Approach. The report, which was part of UNRISD’s 
four-year Sustainable Development Performance Indicators (SDPI) Project, laid out an 
implementable framework for applying thresholds-based materiality that, of course, 
encompasses not only outside-in impacts and risks (“Single Materiality”), but also inside-out 
impacts and risks (“Double Materiality”).    19

Accordingly, while we support the no?on of I?SB extending its defini?on of materiality from 
what some call “Single Materiality” (and we call “Sociopathic Materiality”) to what some call 
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“Double Materiality,” we believe that this only gets us part-way to the defini?on required for a 
true Sustainability Disclosure Standard. We believe that any standard claiming to be a 
Sustainability Disclosure Standard would need to take a context-based (ie thresholds-based) 
approach to materiality — precisely because “contextualiza?on within thresholds [is] what 
sustainability is all about,” as Allen White established.  20

The last ques?on is: can such a thresholds-based approach to materiality — and sustainability 
repor?ng more broadly — actually be done?  

The answer is an unequivocal “Yes”!  

UNRISD, in the same SDPI Project men?oned immediately above, developed a set of thresholds-
based sustainability indicators covering economic, environmental, social, and ins?tu?onal areas, 
and pilot tested them at a couple dozen enterprises globally.  Organiza?ons that par?cipated in 21

the pilot tes?ng project included large mul?na?onals such as Anglo American and Manulife, and 
smaller social & solidarity economy enterprises, such as two Mondragon coopera?ves and 
Vancity, as well as key mul?laterals and intermediaries such as the Impact Management Project, 
World Bank and  World Benchmarking Alliance. 

One pilot company (GLS Bank) started implemen?ng the Indicators even before the end of the 
pilot tes?ng, integra?ng them into its 2020 Integrated Sustainability Report.  The Board of 22

another (Weleda) commi\ed to shiv to thresholds-based measurement and repor?ng.  

The Synthesis Report summarizing the results of the pilot tes?ng project documented two key 
outcomes: 

• First, the pilot tes?ng companies were able to implement essen?ally all of the indicators, 
demonstra?ng the feasibility of thresholds-based sustainability measurement and repor?ng;  

• Second, the pilot tes?ng companies embraced a context-based approach to materiality.  

“Context-based materiality is fundamental – tradi?onal materiality actually undermines a 
context-based approach to materiality,” said Jed Davis of Cabot Creamery Coopera?ve.   23

In conclusion, we encourage the I?SB to shiv from its nonsensical, coop?ng, sociopathic 
approach to Sustainability Disclosure Standards, and adopt a sensible, coopera?ve, prosocial 
approach. While we may not have faith in I?SB doing so, we do believe we have laid out a water-
?ght case, and trust that the field (and history) will judge I?SB accordingly. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Baue    Ralph Thurm 
Senior Director, r3.0      Managing Director, r3.0!
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